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CONSENT TYPE
Coastal Permit (water permit)
Coastal Permit (land use)
Coastal Permit (land use)

ADDRESS FOR ACTIVITY
Waikawa Stream, Waikawa Beach

MAP REFERENCE
NZMS260 S25:910-550
NZTopoS0 BN33:810-933

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
Lot 52 DP 42669

SENIOR CONSULTANT PLANNER
Helen Anderson

1. APPLICATION

Horowhenua District Council has applied for the renewal of coastal permits to undertake
stream diversion and control works at the confluence of the Waikawa Stream and the
Tasman Sea when necessary to avoid coastal erosion as a result of stream migration. The
southerly meander of the stream mouth frequently travels far enough to creat6 a potential
erosion hazard for residential properties on the true left bank of the itream just upstream of
the mouth and to properties that extend to the beach frontage.

This application was lodged on 1 January 2009 to replace Coastal permits 1OO1g2 (water
permit), 100183 (land use) and 100184 (land use) which expired on 29 June 2009.

The applicant has requested a term of 15 years for these consents.

Further information was requested on 17 March 2009 pursuant to section g2 of the Resource
Management Act 1991 with respect to the provision of monitoring information from the
physical and the environmental effects of the diversion and dammlng i,vorks of the stream, as
required by conditions of the previous consent. Clarification of thJconsultation undertaken
with potentially affected parties was also sought.

lnformation was provided to the Regionalcouncilon 20 March 2009.

The application was limited notified on 15 May 2009, with the submission period closing on
16 June 2009. Four submissions were received in relation to this appiication, from the
Waikawa Ratepayers Association and Lesley-Anne and Richard Walkei, both in support of
the application, the Wellington Conservancy of the Department of Conservation who had a
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neutral position and the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of NZ Ltd - Horowhenua

Branch, who were opposed to the application'

The Applicant confirmed their wished to proceed to a pre-hearing meeting' This meeting was

held on 20 October 2009.

2. THE SITE

The Waikawa Stream has a history of migration, generally in a southerly direction, which is

driven by the wind and tidal influence. tfris is Common to many streams on the Kapiti /

Horowhenua coast. The stream has a very flat gradient as it approaches the coast, and

usually has low volume flows. These two iactors-combine to make the flow energy in the

stream usually too low to remove material deposited at th.e mouth of the stream by storm

events and littoral deposition. This further reduces the ability of the stream to break the bar

of deposited material at the stream mouth and causes the migration of the stream in a

southerly direction.

A management plan (titled: 'Horowhenua District Council Waikawa Stream Mouth

Managerient Plan', dated 30 Oct 1997, prepared by AC- Consulting Group Ltd) was

OevetJpeO for the Waikawa Stream Mouth. The Management Plan considers the coastal and

ecological environment, the history of the stream mouih movement and identified a range of

,rnri"r"nt options'irorn doing'nothing to protection works, planting and stream mouth

cuttinj. The management optiJn for which previous cons-enls were granted is known as

Urnr!"r"nt Optiori S.3 - Foredune Planting and Mouth Cutting. The current application

propoi." this as the most appropriate ofition to continue with in terms of origoing

management of the Waikawa Stream.

Recent housing development in the area has encroached relatively closely to the coastal

marine area. gV alfowi;ig the Waikawa Stream to move in a natural way with no diversion

works, may result in eros]on of the residential properties and rural farm land adjacent to the

stream. Additionally, allowing the Waikawa Stieam to take its natural course would also, for

extended periods of time, restrict access (particularly vehicle access) to the beach'

Therefore the Horowhenua District Council considers the implementation of Management

Option 5.3 of the Waikawa Stream Mouth Management Plan provides an appropriate

management option to mitigate against potentialerosion caused by the stream'

3, PLANNING ASSESSMENT

The application has been assessed against the following statutory documents'

3.1 The Regional Coastal Plan (2002)
ih" propo"ed ictivities iafe ptace within ihe General Coastal Area of the Regional Coastal

ptan. fire damming and diveision of the mouth of the Waikawa Stream is considered to be a

Discretionary Rctivity in accordance with Rules 17 and 18 of the Regional Coastal Plan

(RcP).

As the volume of the disturbance of the seabed and foreshore exceeds 50 m" but is less than

50,000 m" occurring in ,n area that is less than 4 hectares, the proposed excavation is

considered to be a discretionary Activity in accordance with Rule 25 of the RCP'
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The occupation of space in the Coastal Marine Area by any existing structure specified in
Schedule One (retaining boulder bank along the south bank of the Waikawa Stieam) is a
Permitted Activity in accordance with RCp Rule 30.

The maintenance or repair of any existing structure within the coastal marine area is
considered to be a Permitted Activity in accordance with RCp Rule 31.

RCP Rule 40 requires thal'Any activity involving the creation, reconstruction, placement,
alteration, extension.... or any assocrafed occupation of the CMA of any.... coastal hazard
protection structure (including seawal/s and groynes)'is assessed as a Discretionary Activity.

3.2 Proposed One Plan {2CI07!-
The occupation of existing structures is considered to be permifted under Rule 17-1 of the
Proposed One Plan. The maintenance and repair of existing structures is permitted in
accordance with Rule 17-6 of the POP.

The deposition, disturbance and removal of material in the Coastal Marine Area, not
specifically covered by a rule in the Plan is considered to be a Discretionary Activity under
Rule 17-39.

3.3 Overall Assessment Based on Regional plans
The proposal is assessed as a Discretionary Activity under the Regional Coastal Plan and
the Proposed One Plan.

4. NOTIFIGATION

With regard to notification, section 93(1) indicates that a consent authority must notify an
application for resource consent unless:

a. the application is for a Controlled Activity; or
b. the consent authority r.s satrsfied that the adverse effecfs of the activity on the

environment will be minor.

ln this case it was considered necessary to limited notify this application because:

. ldentified potentially adversely affected parties had not provided their written approval.

Four submissions were received in relation to the application, from the following parties;
- Waikawa Ratepayers Association - in support and wished to be heard.
- Lesley-Anne and Richard Walker - in support
- The Department of Conservation - Wellington Conservancy - neutral submission and

wished to be heard.

- The Royal Forest and Bird Protection of New Zealand Limited - Horowhenua Branch -
opposition and wished to be heard.

Concerns raised by submitters included:

- the temporary nature of the diversion.
- the works do not comply with the NZ Coastal policy Statement.
- potential adverse effects on the ecology and stream life of the Waikawa Stream.
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- insufficient information provided with the application to adequately asse$s the potential

adverse effects the stream diversion work may have on the environment.

- a lack of monitoring of the environmental effects that was required by previous consents.

- a lack of information on the type of native fish species present affected by the proposal.

- the only reason for the work is political. The affected area is a fairly recent subdivision

where the Horowhenua District Council have allowed residential sections to be

subdivided too close to the MHW line and have not left sufficient buffer zone for estuary

movement. The Waikawa River mouth has a long history of movement to the north and

south over a distance of several kilometres which may have been overlooked when

granting consent for this subdivision.

Support for the continued stream diversion works was also received for the following

reasons:

- When the stream encroaches into reserve land or gets too close to private land access to

the beach becomes imPossible.

- A number of people at Waikawa need vehicular access to the beach and river mouth.

- prior to the latest cut (on 5 June 2009), it was impossible to get to the beach for fishing or

recreation. The latesi cut has been done just in time with the whitebait season coming

up.

- The latest cut is holding up very well and this time the operators have not stock piled the

sand up in front of the house at 55 Manga-Pirau Street'

- Beach access and the maintenance of the dune area is important to this community.

A pre-hearing meeting was held on Tuesday 20 October 2009. At this meeting the concerns

raised in submissioni w"re discussed and how these concerns could best be addressed.

The term of the consents was also discussed as well as proposed consent conditions'

Additionally, the effectiveness of the existing rock groyne on the left bank of the Waikawa

Stream near the end of Manga-Pirau Street was discussed. lt was determined that the

groyne's angle needed to be reviewed in order to ensure it provided effective erosion control'

Following the pre-hearing meeting, a suite of proposed consent conditions and a Plan

(plan Ci04817| specifyin[ areau wlere proposed diversion works could occur was circulated

to all parties wno atteirOeO the pre-heaiing meeting. All submitters subsequently provided

written confirmation that they withdraw their wish to be heard at a Hearing for the Coastal

Permits 104817,104818 and 104819.

5. SECTION 104

Section 104(1) of the Resource Management Act 1991 outlines the matters that the Consent

Authority ,usi har" regard to when Considering applications for resource consents, subject

to Part 2 of the Resource Management Act.

I have assessed this application with respect to the relevant statutory planning matters under

section 104. Only the relevant sections of statutory documents relevant to this application

have been assessed in this rePort.

5.1 Environmental Effects
The application has been assessed by John Philpott, Consultant Engineer, with regard to the

actuaf and potential adverse environmental effects of the stream diversion works and the
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appropriateness of implementation of Management Option 5.3. His conclusions have been
considered below:

. Option 5.3 includes not only the cutting of the stream channel to the sea from time to time
as a certain southerly migration point is reached, but also fencing and planting of the
foredune on the northern bank of the stream. The planting was intended to extend and
protect the dune and thus the river mouth, allowing the channel to move closer to the sea
before migrating south along the beach. However the planting which was implemented
under the existing consents is considered to have had little effect, as the predominant
wind does not come from a north-westerly direction. The predominant south-west and
true westerly wind causes the sand to be deposited on the beach and causes the stream
to migrate in a southerly direction. Previous fencing implemented under the existing
consents has not been successful and planting has failed to become established.
Therefore it is considered inappropriate to continue with the implementation of this aspect
of Management Option 5.3.

. The natural erosion of stream channel and dune along the eastern edge of the southward
migrating channel is considered unacceptable and there is no other viable option
available other than to continue to cut the stream to the sea when it reaches a
pre-determined southerly and easterly limit.

. The rock groyne near the end of Manga-Pirau Street is not considered to be very
effective in encouraging the stream to push out towards the coast. Therefore realignment
of this groyne to a right angle to the stream is considered necessary and would increase
the chances of the stream remaining on the cut alignment.

. Allowing the stream to take its natural course would significantly restrict access to the
beach for an extended period of time.

. The shortening of the stream channel through cutting the stream to the sea on a
semi-regular basis will not significantly alter the low natural character of the stream.

r The adoption of Management Option 5.3 of the Waikawa Stream Management Plan
(excluding the fencing and planting) is considered to be appropriate with regard to the
mitigating the natural erosion process past the previously consent southerly point.

Overall Conclusion
Based on these conclusions, I am of the opinion that the actual and potential adverse
environmental effects of the proposed stream diversion activity are no more than minor and
the implementation of Option 5.3 - Mouth Cutting (excluding the foredune planting and
fencing) is the most appropriate management method in terms of controlling the Waikawa
Stream mouth, preventing coastal erosion of nearby properties and maintain vehicular
access to the beach.

5.2 New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement
Under the provisions of section 104(1Xb) the Consent Authority must have regard to the
provisions of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement. The purpose of the NZCPS is to
set out policies for New Zealand's coastal environment assisting to achieve the purposes of
the Act.

The NZCPS includes Policies intended to promote sustainable management of natural and
physical resources in the coastal environment of New Zealand. Those Policies state matters
to be included in Regional Plans as well as priorities for the management of coastal
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